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This computer-generated pangram contains six a’s,
one b, three c’s, three d’s, thirty-seven e’s, six f ’s,
three g’s, nine h’s, twelve i’s, one j, one k, two l’s,
three m’s, twenty-two n’s, thirteen o’s, three p’s, one
q, fourteen r’s, twenty-nine s’s, twenty-four t’s, five
u’s, six v’s, seven w’s, four x’s, five y’s, and one z.
			

—Douglas R. Hofstadter

boil around
boyle around
broil around
foil around
oil around
roil around
soil around
spoil around
toil around
bold comfort
fold comfort
gold comfort
hold comfort
mold comfort
mould comfort
old comfort
polled comfort
rolled comfort
scold comfort
sold comfort
soled comfort
told comfort
wold comfort
bold hands, warm heart
fold hands, warm heart
gold hands, warm heart
hold hands, warm heart
mold hands, warm heart
mould hands, warm heart
old hands, warm heart
polled hands, warm heart
rolled hands, warm heart
scold hands, warm heart
sold hands, warm heart
soled hands, warm heart

told hands, warm heart
wold hands, warm heart
cold hands, dorm heart
cold hands, form heart
cold hands, norm heart
cold hands, storm heart
cold hands, swarm heart
cold hands, warm art
cold hands, warm bart
cold hands, warm cart
cold hands, warm carte
cold hands, warm chart
cold hands, warm dart
cold hands, warm fart
cold hands, warm hart
cold hands, warm mart
cold hands, warm part
cold hands, warm smart
cold hands, warm start
cold hands, warm tart
elapse into
perhaps into
relapse into
affect around
bedecked around
confect around
connect around
correct around
defect around
deflect around
deject around
detect around
direct around
dissect around
effect around
eject around
elect around
erect around

expect around
infect around
inject around
inspect around
neglect around
object around
perfect around
project around
protect around
reflect around
reject around
respect around
select around
subject around
suspect around
unchecked around
affect for
bedecked for
confect for
connect for
correct for
defect for
deflect for
deject for
detect for
direct for
dissect for
effect for
eject for
elect for
erect for
expect for
infect for
inject for
inspect for
neglect for
object for
perfect for
project for

protect for
reflect for
reject for
respect for
select for
subject for
suspect for
unchecked for
affect on
bedecked on
confect on
connect on
correct on
defect on
deflect on
deject on
detect on
direct on
dissect on
effect on
eject on
elect on
erect on
expect on
infect on
inject on
inspect on
neglect on
object on
perfect on
project on
protect on
reflect on
reject on
respect on
select on
subject on
suspect on
unchecked on

affect up
bedecked up
confect up
connect up
correct up
defect up
deflect up
deject up
detect up
direct up
dissect up
effect up
eject up
elect up
erect up
expect up
infect up
inject up
inspect up
neglect up
object up
perfect up
project up
protect up
reflect up
reject up
respect up
select up
subject up
suspect up
unchecked up
brome for
chrome for
dome for
foam for
gnome for
home for
loam for

ohm for
roam for
rome for
tome for
brome through
chrome through
dome through
foam through
gnome through
home through
loam through
ohm through
roam through
rome through
tome through
align with
aline with
assign with
bank line with
bar line with
benign with
blood line with
blush wine with
branch line with
bus line with
cloud nine with
confine with
consign with
date line with
decline with
define with
design with
divine with
enshrine with
entwine with
fault line with
foul line with
front line with

goal line with
ground pine with
high sign with
hot line with
incline with
jack pine with
jug wine with
land mine with
lead line with
load line with
log line with
main line with
malign with
opine with
pitch pine with
plumb line with
plus sign with
port wine with
punch line with
recline with
red line with
red pine with
red wine with
refine with
resign with
rhine wine with
scotch pine with
scots pine with
screw pine with
scrub pine with
short line with
sinn fein with
snow line with
spruce pine with
squall line with
state line with
straight line with
straw wine with
strip mine with
supine with

tag line with
tree line with
trunk line with
v sign with
white line with
white pine with
white wine with
bum a cropper
chum a cropper
crumb a cropper
drum a cropper
dumb a cropper
from a cropper
glum a cropper
gum a cropper
hum a cropper
I’m a cropper
mum a cropper
numb a cropper
plum a cropper
plumb a cropper
rhumb a cropper
rum a cropper
scrum a cropper
scum a cropper
slum a cropper
some a cropper
strum a cropper
sum a cropper
thrum a cropper
thumb a cropper
um a cropper
come a chopper
come a copper
come a dropper
come a hopper
come a pauper
come a proper
come a shopper

come a stopper
come a topper
come a whopper
bum a gutser
chum a gutser
crumb a gutser
drum a gutser
dumb a gutser
from a gutser
glum a gutser
gum a gutser
hum a gutser
I’m a gutser
mum a gutser
numb a gutser
plum a gutser
plumb a gutser
rhumb a gutser
rum a gutser
scrum a gutser
scum a gutser
slum a gutser
some a gutser
strum a gutser
sum a gutser
thrum a gutser
thumb a gutser
um a gutser
bum aboard
chum aboard
crumb aboard
drum aboard
dumb aboard
from aboard
glum aboard
gum aboard
hum aboard
I’m aboard

mum aboard
numb aboard
plum aboard
plumb aboard
rhumb aboard
rum aboard
scrum aboard
scum aboard
slum aboard
some aboard
strum aboard
sum aboard
thrum aboard
thumb aboard
um aboard
come accord
come adored
come afford
come award
come big board
come draft board
come explored
come ignored
come record
come restored
come reward
come sash cord
come school board
come toward
bum about
chum about
crumb about
drum about
dumb about
from about
glum about
gum about
hum about
I’m about

mum about
numb about
plum about
plumb about
rhumb about
rum about
scrum about
scum about
slum about
some about
strum about
sum about
thrum about
thumb about
um about
bum across like
chum across like
crumb across like
drum across like
dumb across like
from across like
glum across like
gum across like
hum across like
I’m across like
mum across like
numb across like
plum across like
plumb across like
rhumb across like
rum across like
scrum across like
scum across like
slum across like
some across like
strum across like
sum across like
thrum across like
thumb across like

um across like
come across bike
come across dike
come across dyke
come across hike
come across ike
come across mike
come across pike
come across reich
come across shrike
come across spike
come across strike
come across tike
come across trike
come across tyke
bum again?
chum again?
crumb again?
drum again?
dumb again?
from again?
glum again?
gum again?
hum again?
I’m again?
mum again?
numb again?
plum again?
plumb again?
rhumb again?
rum again?
scrum again?
scum again?
slum again?
some again?
strum again?
sum again?
thrum again?
thumb again?

um again?
come abstain?
come air lane?
come amen?
come arcane?
come arraign?
come attain?
come bahrain?
come big ben?
come block plane?
come boat train?
come brain drain?
come branched chain?
come butane?
come campaign?
come cayenne?
come champagne?
come champaign?
come chest pain?
come cheyenne?
come chow mein?
come closed chain?
come cocaine?
come complain?
come constrain?
come contain?
come detain?
come disdain?
come domain?
come dumb cane?
come elaine?
come explain?
come fast lane?
come food chain?
come fort wayne?
come free rein?
come freight train?
come gas main?
come germane?
come great dane?

come heath hen?
come humane?
come hussein?
come inane?
come insane?
come jack plane?
come left brain?
come light pen?
come lorraine?
come maintain?
come marsh hen?
come moraine?
come mud hen?
come mundane?
come obtain?
come ordain?
come pertain?
come phnom penh?
come profane?
come pull chain?
come quill pen?
come refrain?
come regain?
come remain?
come restrain?
come retain?
come retrain?
come right brain?
come romaine?
come sea lane?
come sea pen?
come spokane?
come straight chain?
come sustain?
come sword cane?
come terrain?
come ukraine?
come urbane?
come wave train?
come wise men?

bum along for the ride
chum along for the ride
crumb along for the ride
drum along for the ride
dumb along for the ride
from along for the ride
glum along for the ride
gum along for the ride
hum along for the ride
I’m along for the ride
mum along for the ride
numb along for the ride
plum along for the ride
plumb along for the ride
rhumb along for the ride
rum along for the ride
scrum along for the ride
scum along for the ride
slum along for the ride
some along for the ride
strum along for the ride
sum along for the ride
thrum along for the ride
thumb along for the ride
um along for the ride
come along for the bide
come along for the bride
come along for the chide
come along for the clyde
come along for the cried
come along for the died
come along for the dried
come along for the dyed
come along for the eyed
come along for the fried
come along for the glide
come along for the guide
come along for the hide
come along for the hyde

come along for the I’d
come along for the lied
come along for the pied
come along for the pride
come along for the side
come along for the slide
come along for the snide
come along for the stride
come along for the tide
come along for the tied
come along for the tried
come along for the wide
bum and get it!
chum and get it!
crumb and get it!
drum and get it!
dumb and get it!
from and get it!
glum and get it!
gum and get it!
hum and get it!
I’m and get it!
mum and get it!
numb and get it!
plum and get it!
plumb and get it!
rhumb and get it!
rum and get it!
scrum and get it!
scum and get it!
slum and get it!
some and get it!
strum and get it!
sum and get it!
thrum and get it!
thumb and get it!
um and get it!
come and bet it!
come and bit it!

come and brett it!
come and brit it!
come and britt it!
come and chit it!
come and debt it!
come and et it!
come and fit it!
come and flit it!
come and fret it!
come and grit it!
come and hit it!
come and it it!
come and jet it!
come and kit it!
come and knit it!
come and let it!
come and lit it!
come and met it!
come and mitt it!
come and net it!
come and nett it!
come and nit it!
come and pet it!
come and pit it!
come and pitt it!
come and quit it!
come and ret it!
come and schmidt it!
come and set it!
come and sit it!
come and skit it!
come and slit it!
come and spit it!
come and split it!
come and sprit it!
come and sweat it!
come and tet it!
come and threat it!
come and vet it!
come and wet it!

come and whet it!
come and whit it!
come and wit it!
come and witt it!
come and writ it!
come and yet it!
bum apart
chum apart
crumb apart
drum apart
dumb apart
from apart
glum apart
gum apart
hum apart
I’m apart
mum apart
numb apart
plum apart
plumb apart
rhumb apart
rum apart
scrum apart
scum apart
slum apart
some apart
strum apart
sum apart
thrum apart
thumb apart
um apart
come bar chart
come bit part
come black art
come by heart
come depart
come descartes
come eye chart
come fine art

come flip chart
come flow chart
come folk art
come fresh start
come head start
come impart
come kick start
come op art
come pie chart
come restart
come spare part
come take heart
come take part
bum as no surprise
chum as no surprise
crumb as no surprise
drum as no surprise
dumb as no surprise
from as no surprise
glum as no surprise
gum as no surprise
hum as no surprise
I’m as no surprise
mum as no surprise
numb as no surprise
plum as no surprise
plumb as no surprise
rhumb as no surprise
rum as no surprise
scrum as no surprise
scum as no surprise
slum as no surprise
some as no surprise
strum as no surprise
sum as no surprise
thrum as no surprise
thumb as no surprise
um as no surprise
come as au surprise

come as beau surprise
come as blow surprise
come as bo surprise
come as bow surprise
come as co surprise
come as cro surprise
come as crow surprise
come as doe surprise
come as doh surprise
come as dough surprise
come as floe surprise
come as flow surprise
come as foe surprise
come as fro surprise
come as glow surprise
come as go surprise
come as grow surprise
come as ho surprise
come as hoe surprise
come as jo surprise
come as joe surprise
come as know surprise
come as ko surprise
come as lo surprise
come as low surprise
come as luo surprise
come as mo surprise
come as moe surprise
come as mow surprise
come as oh surprise
come as owe surprise
come as plough surprise
come as po surprise
come as pro surprise
come as quo surprise
come as rho surprise
come as ro surprise
come as roe surprise
come as row surprise
come as sew surprise

come as show surprise
come as sloe surprise
come as slow surprise
come as snow surprise
come as so surprise
come as sow surprise
come as stow surprise
come as tho surprise
come as though surprise
come as throe surprise
come as throw surprise
come as toe surprise
come as tow surprise
come as whoa surprise
come as woe surprise
come as yo surprise
come as no advise
come as no allies
come as no apprise
come as no arise
come as no baptize
come as no chastise
come as no comprise
come as no demise
come as no despise
come as no devise
come as no disguise
come as no french fries
come as no implies
come as no incise
come as no pint-size
come as no reprise
come as no revise
come as no snake eyes
come as no supplies
come as no surmise
come as no unwise
bum at
chum at

crumb at
drum at
dumb at
from at
glum at
gum at
hum at
I’m at
mum at
numb at
plum at
plumb at
rhumb at
rum at
scrum at
scum at
slum at
some at
strum at
sum at
thrum at
thumb at
um at
bum at a price
chum at a price
crumb at a price
drum at a price
dumb at a price
from at a price
glum at a price
gum at a price
hum at a price
I’m at a price
mum at a price
numb at a price
plum at a price
plumb at a price
rhumb at a price
rum at a price

scrum at a price
scum at a price
slum at a price
some at a price
strum at a price
sum at a price
thrum at a price
thumb at a price
um at a price
come at a dice
come at a gneiss
come at an ice
come at a mice
come at a nice
come at a rice
come at a slice
come at a spice
come at a splice
come at a trice
come at a twice
come at a vice
come at a vise
bum away
chum away
crumb away
drum away
dumb away
from away
glum away
gum away
hum away
I’m away
mum away
numb away
plum away
plumb away
rhumb away
rum away
scrum away

scum away
slum away
some away
strum away
sum away
thrum away
thumb away
um away
come abbe
come allay
come array
come astray
come ballet
come betray
come blue jay
come bombay
come bouquet
come buffet
come cafe
come cathay
come chalet
come child’s play
come cliche
come convey
come crochet
come croquet
come decay
come defray
come delay
come dismay
come display
come dossier
come essay
come feast day
come field day
come filet
come fillet
come flag day
come foul play
come give way

come good day
come gray jay
come green bay
come hair spray
come halfway
come ira
come leap day
come lord’s day
come make way
come match play
come may day
come moray
come name day
come nikkei
come obey
come ok
come okay
come parfait
come parquet
come passe
come portray
come prepay
come puree
come purvey
come red bay
come repay
come replay
come risque
come sachet
come saint’s day
come saute
come school day
come se
come sick pay
come soiree
come sorbet
come souffle
come squeeze play
come strike pay
come stroke play

come survey
come sweet bay
come tea tray
come today
come toupee
come twelfth day
come valet
come x-ray
bum away with
chum away with
crumb away with
drum away with
dumb away with
from away with
glum away with
gum away with
hum away with
I’m away with
mum away with
numb away with
plum away with
plumb away with
rhumb away with
rum away with
scrum away with
scum away with
slum away with
some away with
strum away with
sum away with
thrum away with
thumb away with
um away with
come abbe with
come allay with
come array with
come astray with
come ballet with
come betray with

come blue jay with
come bombay with
come bouquet with
come buffet with
come cafe with
come cathay with
come chalet with
come child’s play with
come cliche with
come convey with
come crochet with
come croquet with
come decay with
come defray with
come delay with
come dismay with
come display with
come dossier with
come essay with
come feast day with
come field day with
come filet with
come fillet with
come flag day with
come foul play with
come give way with
come good day with
come gray jay with
come green bay with
come hair spray with
come halfway with
come ira with
come leap day with
come lord’s day with
come make way with
come match play with
come may day with
come moray with
come name day with
come nikkei with

come obey with
come ok with
come okay with
come parfait with
come parquet with
come passe with
come portray with
come prepay with
come puree with
come purvey with
come red bay with
come repay with
come replay with
come risque with
come sachet with
come saint’s day with
come saute with
come school day with
come se with
come sick pay with
come soiree with
come sorbet with
come souffle with
come squeeze play with
come strike pay with
come stroke play with
come survey with
come sweet bay with
come tea tray with
come today with
come toupee with
come twelfth day with
come valet with
come x-ray with
bum back and see us
chum back and see us
crumb back and see us
drum back and see us
dumb back and see us

from back and see us
glum back and see us
gum back and see us
hum back and see us
I’m back and see us
mum back and see us
numb back and see us
plum back and see us
plumb back and see us
rhumb back and see us
rum back and see us
scrum back and see us
scum back and see us
slum back and see us
some back and see us
strum back and see us
sum back and see us
thrum back and see us
thumb back and see us
um back and see us
come black and see us
come clack and see us
come claque and see us
come crack and see us
come dak and see us
come flack and see us
come flak and see us
come hack and see us
come jack and see us
come knack and see us
come lac and see us
come lack and see us
come mac and see us
come mack and see us
come pac and see us
come pack and see us
come plaque and see us
come quack and see us
come rack and see us
come sac and see us

come sack and see us
come shack and see us
come slack and see us
come smack and see us
come snack and see us
come stack and see us
come tack and see us
come thwack and see us
come track and see us
come whack and see us
come wrack and see us
come yack and see us
come yak and see us
come back and ab us
come back and ag us
come back and be us
come back and bee us
come back and brie us
come back and cod us
come back and cree us
come back and de us
come back and dee us
come back and di us
come back and ee us
come back and fee us
come back and flea us
come back and flee us
come back and fop us
come back and free us
come back and gee us
come back and ghee us
come back and glee us
come back and he us
come back and id us
come back and kea us
come back and key us
come back and ki us
come back and knee us
come back and lea us
come back and lee us

come back and leigh us
come back and li us
come back and mc us
come back and me us
come back and mi us
come back and ne us
come back and ngwee us
come back and ni us
come back and pea us
come back and pee us
come back and plea us
come back and pre us
come back and quay us
come back and re us
come back and scree us
come back and sea us
come back and sep us
come back and she us
come back and si us
come back and ski us
come back and spree us
come back and sri us
come back and te us
come back and tea us
come back and tee us
come back and thee us
come back and three us
come back and ti us
come back and tree us
come back and vi us
come back and we us
come back and wee us
come back and xi us
come back and yi us
come back and zea us
come back and zee us
bum back from the dead
chum back from the dead
crumb back from the dead

drum back from the dead
dumb back from the dead
from back from the dead
glum back from the dead
gum back from the dead
hum back from the dead
I’m back from the dead
mum back from the dead
numb back from the dead
plum back from the dead
plumb back from the dead
rhumb back from the dead
rum back from the dead
scrum back from the dead
scum back from the dead
slum back from the dead
some back from the dead
strum back from the dead
sum back from the dead
thrum back from the dead
thumb back from the dead
um back from the dead
come black from the dead
come clack from the dead
come claque from the dead
come crack from the dead
come dak from the dead
come flack from the dead
come flak from the dead
come hack from the dead
come jack from the dead
come knack from the dead
come lac from the dead
come lack from the dead
come mac from the dead
come mack from the dead
come pac from the dead
come pack from the dead
come plaque from the dead
come quack from the dead

come rack from the dead
come sac from the dead
come sack from the dead
come shack from the dead
come slack from the dead
come smack from the dead
come snack from the dead
come stack from the dead
come tack from the dead
come thwack from the dead
come track from the dead
come whack from the dead
come wrack from the dead
come yack from the dead
come yak from the dead
come back from the bed
come back from the bled
come back from the bread
come back from the bred
come back from the dread
come back from the ed
come back from the fed
come back from the fled
come back from the fred
come back from the head
come back from the lead
come back from the led
come back from the med
come back from the ned
come back from the pled
come back from the read
come back from the red
come back from the said
come back from the shed
come back from the shred
come back from the sled
come back from the spread
come back from the stead
come back from the ted
come back from the thread

come back from the tread
come back from the wed
come back from the zed
bum by
chum by
crumb by
drum by
dumb by
from by
glum by
gum by
hum by
I’m by
mum by
numb by
plum by
plumb by
rhumb by
rum by
scrum by
scum by
slum by
some by
strum by
sum by
thrum by
thumb by
um by
bum down in the world
chum down in the world
crumb down in the world
drum down in the world
dumb down in the world
from down in the world
glum down in the world
gum down in the world
hum down in the world
I’m down in the world

mum down in the world
numb down in the world
plum down in the world
plumb down in the world
rhumb down in the world
rum down in the world
scrum down in the world
scum down in the world
slum down in the world
some down in the world
strum down in the world
sum down in the world
thrum down in the world
thumb down in the world
um down in the world
come brown in the world
come clown in the world
come crown in the world
come drown in the world
come frown in the world
come gown in the world
come noun in the world
come town in the world
bum down to earth
chum down to earth
crumb down to earth
drum down to earth
dumb down to earth
from down to earth
glum down to earth
gum down to earth
hum down to earth
I’m down to earth
mum down to earth
numb down to earth
plum down to earth
plumb down to earth
rhumb down to earth
rum down to earth

scrum down to earth
scum down to earth
slum down to earth
some down to earth
strum down to earth
sum down to earth
thrum down to earth
thumb down to earth
um down to earth
come brown to earth
come clown to earth
come crown to earth
come drown to earth
come frown to earth
come gown to earth
come noun to earth
come town to earth
come down to berth
come down to birth
come down to dearth
come down to firth
come down to girth
come down to mirth
come down to perth
come down to worth
bum down with
chum down with
crumb down with
drum down with
dumb down with
from down with
glum down with
gum down with
hum down with
I’m down with
mum down with
numb down with
plum down with
plumb down with

rhumb down with
rum down with
scrum down with
scum down with
slum down with
some down with
strum down with
sum down with
thrum down with
thumb down with
um down with
come brown with
come clown with
come crown with
come drown with
come frown with
come gown with
come noun with
come town with
bum forth
chum forth
crumb forth
drum forth
dumb forth
from forth
glum forth
gum forth
hum forth
I’m forth
mum forth
numb forth
plum forth
plumb forth
rhumb forth
rum forth
scrum forth
scum forth
slum forth
some forth

strum forth
sum forth
thrum forth
thumb forth
um forth
bum from
chum from
crumb from
drum from
dumb from
from from
glum from
gum from
hum from
I’m from
mum from
numb from
plum from
plumb from
rhumb from
rum from
scrum from
scum from
slum from
some from
strum from
sum from
thrum from
thumb from
um from
bum from nowhere
chum from nowhere
crumb from nowhere
drum from nowhere
dumb from nowhere
from from nowhere
glum from nowhere
gum from nowhere

hum from nowhere
I’m from nowhere
mum from nowhere
numb from nowhere
plum from nowhere
plumb from nowhere
rhumb from nowhere
rum from nowhere
scrum from nowhere
scum from nowhere
slum from nowhere
some from nowhere
strum from nowhere
sum from nowhere
thrum from nowhere
thumb from nowhere
um from nowhere
bum full circle
chum full circle
crumb full circle
drum full circle
dumb full circle
from full circle
glum full circle
gum full circle
hum full circle
I’m full circle
mum full circle
numb full circle
plum full circle
plumb full circle
rhumb full circle
rum full circle
scrum full circle
scum full circle
slum full circle
some full circle
strum full circle
sum full circle

thrum full circle
thumb full circle
um full circle
come bull circle
come pull circle
come wool circle
bum home
chum home
crumb home
drum home
dumb home
from home
glum home
gum home
hum home
I’m home
mum home
numb home
plum home
plumb home
rhumb home
rum home
scrum home
scum home
slum home
some home
strum home
sum home
thrum home
thumb home
um home
come brome
come chrome
come comb
come dome
come foam
come gnome
come loam
come ohm

come roam
come rome
come tome
bum in
chum in
crumb in
drum in
dumb in
from in
glum in
gum in
hum in
I’m in
mum in
numb in
plum in
plumb in
rhumb in
rum in
scrum in
scum in
slum in
some in
strum in
sum in
thrum in
thumb in
um in
bum in for
chum in for
crumb in for
drum in for
dumb in for
from in for
glum in for
gum in for
hum in for
I’m in for

mum in for
numb in for
plum in for
plumb in for
rhumb in for
rum in for
scrum in for
scum in for
slum in for
some in for
strum in for
sum in for
thrum in for
thumb in for
um in for
bum in from the cold
chum in from the cold
crumb in from the cold
drum in from the cold
dumb in from the cold
from in from the cold
glum in from the cold
gum in from the cold
hum in from the cold
I’m in from the cold
mum in from the cold
numb in from the cold
plum in from the cold
plumb in from the cold
rhumb in from the cold
rum in from the cold
scrum in from the cold
scum in from the cold
slum in from the cold
some in from the cold
strum in from the cold
sum in from the cold
thrum in from the cold
thumb in from the cold

um in from the cold
come in from the bold
come in from the fold
come in from the gold
come in from the hold
come in from the mold
come in from the mould
come in from the old
come in from the polled
come in from the rolled
come in from the scold
come in from the sold
come in from the soled
come in from the told
come in from the wold
bum in useful
chum in useful
crumb in useful
drum in useful
dumb in useful
from in useful
glum in useful
gum in useful
hum in useful
I’m in useful
mum in useful
numb in useful
plum in useful
plumb in useful
rhumb in useful
rum in useful
scrum in useful
scum in useful
slum in useful
some in useful
strum in useful
sum in useful
thrum in useful
thumb in useful

um in useful
bum into
chum into
crumb into
drum into
dumb into
from into
glum into
gum into
hum into
I’m into
mum into
numb into
plum into
plumb into
rhumb into
rum into
scrum into
scum into
slum into
some into
strum into
sum into
thrum into
thumb into
um into
bum into effect
chum into effect
crumb into effect
drum into effect
dumb into effect
from into effect
glum into effect
gum into effect
hum into effect
I’m into effect
mum into effect
numb into effect

plum into effect
plumb into effect
rhumb into effect
rum into effect
scrum into effect
scum into effect
slum into effect
some into effect
strum into effect
sum into effect
thrum into effect
thumb into effect
um into effect
come into affect
come into bedecked
come into collect
come into confect
come into connect
come into correct
come into defect
come into deflect
come into deject
come into detect
come into direct
come into dissect
come into eject
come into elect
come into erect
come into expect
come into infect
come into inject
come into inspect
come into neglect
come into object
come into perfect
come into prefect
come into project
come into protect
come into reflect
come into reject

come into respect
come into select
come into subject
come into suspect
come into unchecked
bum into existence
chum into existence
crumb into existence
drum into existence
dumb into existence
from into existence
glum into existence
gum into existence
hum into existence
I’m into existence
mum into existence
numb into existence
plum into existence
plumb into existence
rhumb into existence
rum into existence
scrum into existence
scum into existence
slum into existence
some into existence
strum into existence
sum into existence
thrum into existence
thumb into existence
um into existence
come into assistance
come into consistence
come into insistence
come into mean distance
come into outdistance
come into persistence
come into resistance
come into subsistence

bum into fashion
chum into fashion
crumb into fashion
drum into fashion
dumb into fashion
from into fashion
glum into fashion
gum into fashion
hum into fashion
I’m into fashion
mum into fashion
numb into fashion
plum into fashion
plumb into fashion
rhumb into fashion
rum into fashion
scrum into fashion
scum into fashion
slum into fashion
some into fashion
strum into fashion
sum into fashion
thrum into fashion
thumb into fashion
um into fashion
come into ashen
come into passion
come into ration
bum into play
chum into play
crumb into play
drum into play
dumb into play
from into play
glum into play
gum into play
hum into play
I’m into play
mum into play

numb into play
plum into play
plumb into play
rhumb into play
rum into play
scrum into play
scum into play
slum into play
some into play
strum into play
sum into play
thrum into play
thumb into play
um into play
come into bay
come into bey
come into brae
come into bray
come into ca
come into cache
come into cay
come into clay
come into da
come into dak
come into day
come into de
come into dray
come into fay
come into fe
come into fey
come into flay
come into fray
come into frey
come into ga
come into gay
come into gray
come into grey
come into ha
come into hay
come into hey

come into jay
come into kay
come into lay
come into lei
come into les
come into ley
come into mae
come into may
come into mei
come into nay
come into ne
come into neigh
come into ole
come into pay
come into paye
come into pray
come into prey
come into quay
come into ray
come into re
come into say
come into slay
come into sleigh
come into splay
come into spray
come into stay
come into stray
come into sway
come into tay
come into they
come into tray
come into trey
come into way
come into weigh
come into whey
come into yay
come into yea
bum into prominence
chum into prominence

crumb into prominence
drum into prominence
dumb into prominence
from into prominence
glum into prominence
gum into prominence
hum into prominence
I’m into prominence
mum into prominence
numb into prominence
plum into prominence
plumb into prominence
rhumb into prominence
rum into prominence
scrum into prominence
scum into prominence
slum into prominence
some into prominence
strum into prominence
sum into prominence
thrum into prominence
thumb into prominence
um into prominence
bum into service
chum into service
crumb into service
drum into service
dumb into service
from into service
glum into service
gum into service
hum into service
I’m into service
mum into service
numb into service
plum into service
plumb into service
rhumb into service
rum into service

scrum into service
scum into service
slum into service
some into service
strum into service
sum into service
thrum into service
thumb into service
um into service
bum into sight
chum into sight
crumb into sight
drum into sight
dumb into sight
from into sight
glum into sight
gum into sight
hum into sight
I’m into sight
mum into sight
numb into sight
plum into sight
plumb into sight
rhumb into sight
rum into sight
scrum into sight
scum into sight
slum into sight
some into sight
strum into sight
sum into sight
thrum into sight
thumb into sight
um into sight
come into bight
come into bite
come into blight
come into bright
come into byte

come into cite
come into dwight
come into fight
come into flight
come into fright
come into height
come into kite
come into knight
come into light
come into lite
come into might
come into mite
come into night
come into plight
come into quite
come into right
come into rite
come into site
come into sleight
come into slight
come into smite
come into spite
come into sprite
come into tight
come into trite
come into white
come into wight
come into wright
come into write
bum of age
chum of age
crumb of age
drum of age
dumb of age
from of age
glum of age
gum of age
hum of age
I’m of age

mum of age
numb of age
plum of age
plumb of age
rhumb of age
rum of age
scrum of age
scum of age
slum of age
some of age
strum of age
sum of age
thrum of age
thumb of age
um of age
come of cage
come of gage
come of gauge
come of page
come of phage
come of plage
come of rage
come of sage
come of stage
come of swage
come of wage
bum off second best
chum off second best
crumb off second best
drum off second best
dumb off second best
from off second best
glum off second best
gum off second best
hum off second best
I’m off second best
mum off second best
numb off second best
plum off second best

plumb off second best
rhumb off second best
rum off second best
scrum off second best
scum off second best
slum off second best
some off second best
strum off second best
sum off second best
thrum off second best
thumb off second best
um off second best
come off second blessed
come off second blest
come off second breast
come off second chest
come off second crest
come off second dressed
come off second fest
come off second guessed
come off second guest
come off second jest
come off second lest
come off second messed
come off second nest
come off second pest
come off second pressed
come off second quest
come off second rest
come off second stressed
come off second test
come off second vest
come off second west
come off second wrest
come off second zest
bum on
chum on
crumb on
drum on

dumb on
from on
glum on
gum on
hum on
I’m on
mum on
numb on
plum on
plumb on
rhumb on
rum on
scrum on
scum on
slum on
some on
strum on
sum on
thrum on
thumb on
um on
bum on strong
chum on strong
crumb on strong
drum on strong
dumb on strong
from on strong
glum on strong
gum on strong
hum on strong
I’m on strong
mum on strong
numb on strong
plum on strong
plumb on strong
rhumb on strong
rum on strong
scrum on strong
scum on strong

slum on strong
some on strong
strum on strong
sum on strong
thrum on strong
thumb on strong
um on strong
come on bong
come on dong
come on gong
come on hong
come on long
come on prong
come on song
come on tang
come on thong
come on throng
come on twang
come on wong
come on wrong
bum out ahead
chum out ahead
crumb out ahead
drum out ahead
dumb out ahead
from out ahead
glum out ahead
gum out ahead
hum out ahead
I’m out ahead
mum out ahead
numb out ahead
plum out ahead
plumb out ahead
rhumb out ahead
rum out ahead
scrum out ahead
scum out ahead
slum out ahead

some out ahead
strum out ahead
sum out ahead
thrum out ahead
thumb out ahead
um out ahead
come bout ahead
come clout ahead
come doubt ahead
come drought ahead
come flout ahead
come gout ahead
come grout ahead
come knout ahead
come kraut ahead
come lout ahead
come pout ahead
come rout ahead
come route ahead
come scout ahead
come shout ahead
come snout ahead
come spout ahead
come sprout ahead
come stout ahead
come tout ahead
come trout ahead
come out behead
come out black lead
come out break bread
come out brick red
come out brown bread
come out bunk bed
come out camp bed
come out chrome red
come out drop dead
come out embed
come out french bread
come out imbed
come out instead

come out misled
come out misread
come out purebred
come out quick bread
come out red lead
come out retread
come out rye bread
come out screw thread
come out spoon bread
come out stop dead
come out swelled head
come out test bed
come out twin bed
come out unread
come out unsaid
come out unwed
come out white bread
come out white lead
come out widespread
bum out at an amount
chum out at an amount
crumb out at an amount
drum out at an amount
dumb out at an amount
from out at an amount
glum out at an amount
gum out at an amount
hum out at an amount
I’m out at an amount
mum out at an amount
numb out at an amount
plum out at an amount
plumb out at an amount
rhumb out at an amount
rum out at an amount
scrum out at an amount
scum out at an amount
slum out at an amount
some out at an amount

strum out at an amount
sum out at an amount
thrum out at an amount
thumb out at an amount
um out at an amount
come bout at an amount
come clout at an amount
come doubt at an amount
come drought at an amount
come flout at an amount
come gout at an amount
come grout at an amount
come knout at an amount
come kraut at an amount
come lout at an amount
come pout at an amount
come rout at an amount
come route at an amount
come scout at an amount
come shout at an amount
come snout at an amount
come spout at an amount
come sprout at an amount
come stout at an amount
come tout at an amount
come trout at an amount
come out at an account
come out at a blood count
come out at a discount
come out at a head count
come out at a miscount
come out at a recount
come out at a sperm count
come out at a surmount
bum out badly
chum out badly
crumb out badly
drum out badly
dumb out badly

from out badly
glum out badly
gum out badly
hum out badly
I’m out badly
mum out badly
numb out badly
plum out badly
plumb out badly
rhumb out badly
rum out badly
scrum out badly
scum out badly
slum out badly
some out badly
strum out badly
sum out badly
thrum out badly
thumb out badly
um out badly
come bout badly
come clout badly
come doubt badly
come drought badly
come flout badly
come gout badly
come grout badly
come knout badly
come kraut badly
come lout badly
come pout badly
come rout badly
come route badly
come scout badly
come shout badly
come snout badly
come spout badly
come sprout badly
come stout badly
come tout badly

come trout badly
come out bradley
come out gladly
come out madly
come out sadly
bum out of shell
chum out of shell
crumb out of shell
drum out of shell
dumb out of shell
from out of shell
glum out of shell
gum out of shell
hum out of shell
I’m out of shell
mum out of shell
numb out of shell
plum out of shell
plumb out of shell
rhumb out of shell
rum out of shell
scrum out of shell
scum out of shell
slum out of shell
some out of shell
strum out of shell
sum out of shell
thrum out of shell
thumb out of shell
um out of shell
come bout of shell
come clout of shell
come doubt of shell
come drought of shell
come flout of shell
come gout of shell
come grout of shell
come knout of shell
come kraut of shell

come lout of shell
come pout of shell
come rout of shell
come route of shell
come scout of shell
come shout of shell
come snout of shell
come spout of shell
come sprout of shell
come stout of shell
come tout of shell
come trout of shell
come out of bel
come out of bell
come out of belle
come out of cell
come out of del
come out of dell
come out of dwell
come out of el
come out of ell
come out of fell
come out of gel
come out of hell
come out of jell
come out of knell
come out of mel
come out of pell
come out of quell
come out of sell
come out of smell
come out of spell
come out of swell
come out of tell
come out of well
come out of yell
bum out to be
chum out to be
crumb out to be

drum out to be
dumb out to be
from out to be
glum out to be
gum out to be
hum out to be
I’m out to be
mum out to be
numb out to be
plum out to be
plumb out to be
rhumb out to be
rum out to be
scrum out to be
scum out to be
slum out to be
some out to be
strum out to be
sum out to be
thrum out to be
thumb out to be
um out to be
come bout to be
come clout to be
come doubt to be
come drought to be
come flout to be
come gout to be
come grout to be
come knout to be
come kraut to be
come lout to be
come pout to be
come rout to be
come route to be
come scout to be
come shout to be
come snout to be
come spout to be
come sprout to be

come stout to be
come tout to be
come trout to be
bum right in
chum right in
crumb right in
drum right in
dumb right in
from right in
glum right in
gum right in
hum right in
I’m right in
mum right in
numb right in
plum right in
plumb right in
rhumb right in
rum right in
scrum right in
scum right in
slum right in
some right in
strum right in
sum right in
thrum right in
thumb right in
um right in
come bight in
come bite in
come blight in
come bright in
come byte in
come cite in
come dwight in
come fight in
come flight in
come fright in
come height in

come kite in
come knight in
come light in
come lite in
come might in
come mite in
come night in
come plight in
come quite in
come rite in
come sight in
come site in
come sleight in
come slight in
come smite in
come spite in
come sprite in
come tight in
come trite in
come white in
come wight in
come wright in
come write in
bum short of
chum short of
crumb short of
drum short of
dumb short of
from short of
glum short of
gum short of
hum short of
I’m short of
mum short of
numb short of
plum short of
plumb short of
rhumb short of
rum short of

scrum short of
scum short of
slum short of
some short of
strum short of
sum short of
thrum short of
thumb short of
um short of
come court of
come ct of
come fort of
come mort of
come port of
come quart of
come snort of
come sort of
come sport of
come swart of
come thwart of
come tort of
come torte of
come wart of
bum through
chum through
crumb through
drum through
dumb through
from through
glum through
gum through
hum through
I’m through
mum through
numb through
plum through
plumb through
rhumb through
rum through

scrum through
scum through
slum through
some through
strum through
sum through
thrum through
thumb through
um through
bum to
chum to
crumb to
drum to
dumb to
from to
glum to
gum to
hum to
I’m to
mum to
numb to
plum to
plumb to
rhumb to
rum to
scrum to
scum to
slum to
some to
strum to
sum to
thrum to
thumb to
um to
bum to a close
chum to a close
crumb to a close
drum to a close

dumb to a close
from to a close
glum to a close
gum to a close
hum to a close
I’m to a close
mum to a close
numb to a close
plum to a close
plumb to a close
rhumb to a close
rum to a close
scrum to a close
scum to a close
slum to a close
some to a close
strum to a close
sum to a close
thrum to a close
thumb to a close
um to a close
come to a bowse
come to a chose
come to a clothes
come to a dos
come to a dose
come to a doze
come to a froze
come to a goes
come to a gross
come to a grosz
come to a hose
come to a knows
come to a los
come to a lows
come to a most
come to a nose
come to a ploce
come to a pose
come to a pros

come to a prose
come to a rose
come to a shows
come to a slows
come to a those
come to a throes
come to a throws
come to a toes
bum to a conclusion
chum to a conclusion
crumb to a conclusion
drum to a conclusion
dumb to a conclusion
from to a conclusion
glum to a conclusion
gum to a conclusion
hum to a conclusion
I’m to a conclusion
mum to a conclusion
numb to a conclusion
plum to a conclusion
plumb to a conclusion
rhumb to a conclusion
rum to a conclusion
scrum to a conclusion
scum to a conclusion
slum to a conclusion
some to a conclusion
strum to a conclusion
sum to a conclusion
thrum to a conclusion
thumb to a conclusion
um to a conclusion
bum to a dead end
chum to a dead end
crumb to a dead end
drum to a dead end
dumb to a dead end

from to a dead end
glum to a dead end
gum to a dead end
hum to a dead end
I’m to a dead end
mum to a dead end
numb to a dead end
plum to a dead end
plumb to a dead end
rhumb to a dead end
rum to a dead end
scrum to a dead end
scum to a dead end
slum to a dead end
some to a dead end
strum to a dead end
sum to a dead end
thrum to a dead end
thumb to a dead end
um to a dead end
come to a bed end
come to a bled end
come to a bread end
come to a bred end
come to a dread end
come to an ed end
come to a fed end
come to a fled end
come to a fred end
come to a head end
come to a lead end
come to a led end
come to a med end
come to a ned end
come to a pled end
come to a read end
come to a red end
come to a said end
come to a shed end
come to a shred end

come to a sled end
come to a spread end
come to a stead end
come to a ted end
come to a thread end
come to a tread end
come to a wed end
come to a zed end
come to a dead bend
come to a dead blend
come to a dead blende
come to a dead fend
come to a dead friend
come to a dead lend
come to a dead mend
come to a dead penned
come to a dead scend
come to a dead send
come to a dead spend
come to a dead tend
come to a dead trend
come to a dead wend
bum to a halt
chum to a halt
crumb to a halt
drum to a halt
dumb to a halt
from to a halt
glum to a halt
gum to a halt
hum to a halt
I’m to a halt
mum to a halt
numb to a halt
plum to a halt
plumb to a halt
rhumb to a halt
rum to a halt
scrum to a halt

scum to a halt
slum to a halt
some to a halt
strum to a halt
sum to a halt
thrum to a halt
thumb to a halt
um to a halt
come to an alt
come to a fault
come to a malt
come to a salt
come to a vault
come to a walt
bum to a head
chum to a head
crumb to a head
drum to a head
dumb to a head
from to a head
glum to a head
gum to a head
hum to a head
I’m to a head
mum to a head
numb to a head
plum to a head
plumb to a head
rhumb to a head
rum to a head
scrum to a head
scum to a head
slum to a head
some to a head
strum to a head
sum to a head
thrum to a head
thumb to a head
um to a head

come to a bed
come to a bled
come to a bread
come to a bred
come to a dead
come to a dread
come to an ed
come to a fed
come to a fled
come to a fred
come to a lead
come to a led
come to a med
come to a ned
come to a pled
come to a read
come to a red
come to a said
come to a shed
come to a shred
come to a sled
come to a spread
come to a stead
come to a ted
come to a thread
come to a tread
come to a wed
come to a zed
bum to a pretty pass
chum to a pretty pass
crumb to a pretty pass
drum to a pretty pass
dumb to a pretty pass
from to a pretty pass
glum to a pretty pass
gum to a pretty pass
hum to a pretty pass
I’m to a pretty pass
mum to a pretty pass

numb to a pretty pass
plum to a pretty pass
plumb to a pretty pass
rhumb to a pretty pass
rum to a pretty pass
scrum to a pretty pass
scum to a pretty pass
slum to a pretty pass
some to a pretty pass
strum to a pretty pass
sum to a pretty pass
thrum to a pretty pass
thumb to a pretty pass
um to a pretty pass
come to a bitty pass
come to a city pass
come to a ditty pass
come to a gritty pass
come to a kitty pass
come to a pity pass
come to a witty pass
come to a pretty ass
come to a pretty bass
come to a pretty brass
come to a pretty casque
come to a pretty chasse
come to a pretty class
come to a pretty das
come to a pretty gas
come to a pretty glass
come to a pretty gras
come to a pretty grass
come to a pretty kvass
come to a pretty lass
come to a pretty last
come to a pretty mass
come to a pretty masse
come to a pretty sass
come to a pretty tasse
come to a pretty wrasse

bum to an untimely end
chum to an untimely end
crumb to an untimely end
drum to an untimely end
dumb to an untimely end
from to an untimely end
glum to an untimely end
gum to an untimely end
hum to an untimely end
I’m to an untimely end
mum to an untimely end
numb to an untimely end
plum to an untimely end
plumb to an untimely end
rhumb to an untimely end
rum to an untimely end
scrum to an untimely end
scum to an untimely end
slum to an untimely end
some to an untimely end
strum to an untimely end
sum to an untimely end
thrum to an untimely end
thumb to an untimely end
um to an untimely end
come to an untimely bend
come to an untimely blend
come to an untimely blende
come to an untimely fend
come to an untimely friend
come to an untimely lend
come to an untimely mend
come to an untimely penned
come to an untimely scend
come to an untimely send
come to an untimely spend
come to an untimely tend
come to an untimely trend
come to an untimely wend

bum to attention
chum to attention
crumb to attention
drum to attention
dumb to attention
from to attention
glum to attention
gum to attention
hum to attention
I’m to attention
mum to attention
numb to attention
plum to attention
plumb to attention
rhumb to attention
rum to attention
scrum to attention
scum to attention
slum to attention
some to attention
strum to attention
sum to attention
thrum to attention
thumb to attention
um to attention
come to ascension
come to contention
come to convention
come to detention
come to dimension
come to dissension
come to extension
come to invention
come to pretension
come to prevention
come to retention
come to suspension
bum to fruition

chum to fruition
crumb to fruition
drum to fruition
dumb to fruition
from to fruition
glum to fruition
gum to fruition
hum to fruition
I’m to fruition
mum to fruition
numb to fruition
plum to fruition
plumb to fruition
rhumb to fruition
rum to fruition
scrum to fruition
scum to fruition
slum to fruition
some to fruition
strum to fruition
sum to fruition
thrum to fruition
thumb to fruition
um to fruition
come to addition
come to admission
come to ambition
come to attrition
come to audition
come to clinician
come to cognition
come to commission
come to condition
come to contrition
come to edition
come to emission
come to ignition
come to logician
come to magician
come to mortician

come to munition
come to musician
come to nutrition
come to omission
come to optician
come to partition
come to patrician
come to permission
come to petition
come to physician
come to position
come to remission
come to rendition
come to sedition
come to submission
come to suspicion
come to tactician
come to technician
come to tradition
come to transition
come to transmission
come to tuition
come to volition
bum to grief
chum to grief
crumb to grief
drum to grief
dumb to grief
from to grief
glum to grief
gum to grief
hum to grief
I’m to grief
mum to grief
numb to grief
plum to grief
plumb to grief
rhumb to grief
rum to grief

scrum to grief
scum to grief
slum to grief
some to grief
strum to grief
sum to grief
thrum to grief
thumb to grief
um to grief
come to beef
come to brief
come to chief
come to fief
come to leaf
come to lief
come to reef
come to sheaf
come to thief
bum to grips with
chum to grips with
crumb to grips with
drum to grips with
dumb to grips with
from to grips with
glum to grips with
gum to grips with
hum to grips with
I’m to grips with
mum to grips with
numb to grips with
plum to grips with
plumb to grips with
rhumb to grips with
rum to grips with
scrum to grips with
scum to grips with
slum to grips with
some to grips with
strum to grips with

sum to grips with
thrum to grips with
thumb to grips with
um to grips with
come to chips with
come to clips with
come to hips with
come to lips with
come to mips with
come to scripts with
come to ships with
come to slips with
come to snips with
come to strips with
come to thrips with
come to tips with
come to trips with
bum to harm
chum to harm
crumb to harm
drum to harm
dumb to harm
from to harm
glum to harm
gum to harm
hum to harm
I’m to harm
mum to harm
numb to harm
plum to harm
plumb to harm
rhumb to harm
rum to harm
scrum to harm
scum to harm
slum to harm
some to harm
strum to harm
sum to harm

thrum to harm
thumb to harm
um to harm
come to arm
come to charm
come to farm
bum to heel
chum to heel
crumb to heel
drum to heel
dumb to heel
from to heel
glum to heel
gum to heel
hum to heel
I’m to heel
mum to heel
numb to heel
plum to heel
plumb to heel
rhumb to heel
rum to heel
scrum to heel
scum to heel
slum to heel
some to heel
strum to heel
sum to heel
thrum to heel
thumb to heel
um to heel
come to creel
come to deal
come to eel
come to feel
come to heal
come to keel
come to kneel
come to meal

come to neal
come to peal
come to peel
come to real
come to reel
come to riel
come to seal
come to seel
come to spiel
come to squeal
come to steal
come to steel
come to steele
come to stele
come to teal
come to veal
come to we’ll
come to wheel
come to zeal
bum to life
chum to life
crumb to life
drum to life
dumb to life
from to life
glum to life
gum to life
hum to life
I’m to life
mum to life
numb to life
plum to life
plumb to life
rhumb to life
rum to life
scrum to life
scum to life
slum to life
some to life

strum to life
sum to life
thrum to life
thumb to life
um to life
come to fife
come to knife
come to rife
come to strife
come to wife
bum to light
chum to light
crumb to light
drum to light
dumb to light
from to light
glum to light
gum to light
hum to light
I’m to light
mum to light
numb to light
plum to light
plumb to light
rhumb to light
rum to light
scrum to light
scum to light
slum to light
some to light
strum to light
sum to light
thrum to light
thumb to light
um to light
come to bight
come to bite
come to blight
come to bright

come to byte
come to cite
come to dwight
come to fight
come to flight
come to fright
come to height
come to kite
come to knight
come to lite
come to might
come to mite
come to night
come to plight
come to quite
come to right
come to rite
come to sight
come to site
come to sleight
come to slight
come to smite
come to spite
come to sprite
come to tight
come to trite
come to white
come to wight
come to wright
come to write
bum to much
chum to much
crumb to much
drum to much
dumb to much
from to much
glum to much
gum to much
hum to much

I’m to much
mum to much
numb to much
plum to much
plumb to much
rhumb to much
rum to much
scrum to much
scum to much
slum to much
some to much
strum to much
sum to much
thrum to much
thumb to much
um to much
come to clutch
come to crutch
come to cutch
come to dutch
come to hutch
come to kutch
come to smutch
come to such
come to touch
bum to nothing
chum to nothing
crumb to nothing
drum to nothing
dumb to nothing
from to nothing
glum to nothing
gum to nothing
hum to nothing
I’m to nothing
mum to nothing
numb to nothing
plum to nothing
plumb to nothing

rhumb to nothing
rum to nothing
scrum to nothing
scum to nothing
slum to nothing
some to nothing
strum to nothing
sum to nothing
thrum to nothing
thumb to nothing
um to nothing
bum to rescue
chum to rescue
crumb to rescue
drum to rescue
dumb to rescue
from to rescue
glum to rescue
gum to rescue
hum to rescue
I’m to rescue
mum to rescue
numb to rescue
plum to rescue
plumb to rescue
rhumb to rescue
rum to rescue
scrum to rescue
scum to rescue
slum to rescue
some to rescue
strum to rescue
sum to rescue
thrum to rescue
thumb to rescue
um to rescue
bum to senses
chum to senses

crumb to senses
drum to senses
dumb to senses
from to senses
glum to senses
gum to senses
hum to senses
I’m to senses
mum to senses
numb to senses
plum to senses
plumb to senses
rhumb to senses
rum to senses
scrum to senses
scum to senses
slum to senses
some to senses
strum to senses
sum to senses
thrum to senses
thumb to senses
um to senses
bum to terms
chum to terms
crumb to terms
drum to terms
dumb to terms
from to terms
glum to terms
gum to terms
hum to terms
I’m to terms
mum to terms
numb to terms
plum to terms
plumb to terms
rhumb to terms
rum to terms

scrum to terms
scum to terms
slum to terms
some to terms
strum to terms
sum to terms
thrum to terms
thumb to terms
um to terms
come to firms
come to germs
come to worms
bum to think of it
chum to think of it
crumb to think of it
drum to think of it
dumb to think of it
from to think of it
glum to think of it
gum to think of it
hum to think of it
I’m to think of it
mum to think of it
numb to think of it
plum to think of it
plumb to think of it
rhumb to think of it
rum to think of it
scrum to think of it
scum to think of it
slum to think of it
some to think of it
strum to think of it
sum to think of it
thrum to think of it
thumb to think of it
um to think of it
come to blink of it
come to brink of it

come to chink of it
come to cinque of it
come to clink of it
come to drink of it
come to fink of it
come to ink of it
come to link of it
come to mink of it
come to pink of it
come to prink of it
come to rink of it
come to shrink of it
come to sink of it
come to skink of it
come to slink of it
come to stink of it
come to sync of it
come to wink of it
come to zinc of it
bum to this
chum to this
crumb to this
drum to this
dumb to this
from to this
glum to this
gum to this
hum to this
I’m to this
mum to this
numb to this
plum to this
plumb to this
rhumb to this
rum to this
scrum to this
scum to this
slum to this
some to this

strum to this
sum to this
thrum to this
thumb to this
um to this
come to bliss
come to chris
come to dis
come to hiss
come to kiss
come to mis
come to miss
come to piss
come to sis
come to suisse
come to swiss
come to vis
bum together
chum together
crumb together
drum together
dumb together
from together
glum together
gum together
hum together
I’m together
mum together
numb together
plum together
plumb together
rhumb together
rum together
scrum together
scum together
slum together
some together
strum together
sum together

thrum together
thumb together
um together
come bell heather
come cold weather
come fair weather
come flight feather
come ooze leather
come sea feather
come white feather
bum true
chum true
crumb true
drum true
dumb true
from true
glum true
gum true
hum true
I’m true
mum true
numb true
plum true
plumb true
rhumb true
rum true
scrum true
scum true
slum true
some true
strum true
sum true
thrum true
thumb true
um true
come bleu
come blew
come blue
come boo

come brew
come chew
come chou
come chough
come clue
come coo
come coup
come crew
come cue
come dew
come do
come doo
come drew
come du
come due
come ewe
come few
come flew
come flu
come flue
come glue
come gnu
come goo
come grew
come hew
come hue
come hugh
come jew
come knew
come ku
come leu
come lieu
come loo
come lou
come lu
come mew
come moo
come mu
come new
come nu

come ooh
come pew
come pu
come que
come queue
come roux
come ru
come rue
come screw
come shew
come shoe
come shoo
come shrew
come sioux
come skew
come slew
come sough
come spew
come sprue
come stew
come strew
come sue
come threw
come through
come to
come too
come two
come view
come vu
come whew
come who
come woo
come wu
come yew
come you
come yue
come zoo
bum under the hammer
chum under the hammer

crumb under the hammer
drum under the hammer
dumb under the hammer
from under the hammer
glum under the hammer
gum under the hammer
hum under the hammer
I’m under the hammer
mum under the hammer
numb under the hammer
plum under the hammer
plumb under the hammer
rhumb under the hammer
rum under the hammer
scrum under the hammer
scum under the hammer
slum under the hammer
some under the hammer
strum under the hammer
sum under the hammer
thrum under the hammer
thumb under the hammer
um under the hammer
come blunder the hammer
come plunder the hammer
come sunder the hammer
come thunder the hammer
come wonder the hammer
come under the amor
come under the clamor
come under the crammer
come under the glamor
come under the glamour
come under the grammar
come under the rammer
come under the stammer
bum unstuck
chum unstuck
crumb unstuck

drum unstuck
dumb unstuck
from unstuck
glum unstuck
gum unstuck
hum unstuck
I’m unstuck
mum unstuck
numb unstuck
plum unstuck
plumb unstuck
rhumb unstuck
rum unstuck
scrum unstuck
scum unstuck
slum unstuck
some unstuck
strum unstuck
sum unstuck
thrum unstuck
thumb unstuck
um unstuck
come amok
come amuck
come bad luck
come black duck
come canuck
come cold duck
come dump truck
come get stuck
come good luck
come hand truck
come lame duck
come sea duck
come sound truck
come wood duck
bum up
chum up
crumb up

drum up
dumb up
from up
glum up
gum up
hum up
I’m up
mum up
numb up
plum up
plumb up
rhumb up
rum up
scrum up
scum up
slum up
some up
strum up
sum up
thrum up
thumb up
um up
bum up a storm
chum up a storm
crumb up a storm
drum up a storm
dumb up a storm
from up a storm
glum up a storm
gum up a storm
hum up a storm
I’m up a storm
mum up a storm
numb up a storm
plum up a storm
plumb up a storm
rhumb up a storm
rum up a storm
scrum up a storm

scum up a storm
slum up a storm
some up a storm
strum up a storm
sum up a storm
thrum up a storm
thumb up a storm
um up a storm
come up a dorm
come up a form
come up a norm
come up a swarm
come up a warm
bum up for
chum up for
crumb up for
drum up for
dumb up for
from up for
glum up for
gum up for
hum up for
I’m up for
mum up for
numb up for
plum up for
plumb up for
rhumb up for
rum up for
scrum up for
scum up for
slum up for
some up for
strum up for
sum up for
thrum up for
thumb up for
um up for

bum up heads
chum up heads
crumb up heads
drum up heads
dumb up heads
from up heads
glum up heads
gum up heads
hum up heads
I’m up heads
mum up heads
numb up heads
plum up heads
plumb up heads
rhumb up heads
rum up heads
scrum up heads
scum up heads
slum up heads
some up heads
strum up heads
sum up heads
thrum up heads
thumb up heads
um up heads
bum up to expectations
chum up to expectations
crumb up to expectations
drum up to expectations
dumb up to expectations
from up to expectations
glum up to expectations
gum up to expectations
hum up to expectations
I’m up to expectations
mum up to expectations
numb up to expectations
plum up to expectations
plumb up to expectations

rhumb up to expectations
rum up to expectations
scrum up to expectations
scum up to expectations
slum up to expectations
some up to expectations
strum up to expectations
sum up to expectations
thrum up to expectations
thumb up to expectations
um up to expectations
come up to applications
come up to declarations
come up to fluctuations
come up to generations
come up to law of nations
come up to operations
come up to regulations
bum up to standards
chum up to standards
crumb up to standards
drum up to standards
dumb up to standards
from up to standards
glum up to standards
gum up to standards
hum up to standards
I’m up to standards
mum up to standards
numb up to standards
plum up to standards
plumb up to standards
rhumb up to standards
rum up to standards
scrum up to standards
scum up to standards
slum up to standards
some up to standards
strum up to standards

sum up to standards
thrum up to standards
thumb up to standards
um up to standards
bum up trumps
chum up trumps
crumb up trumps
drum up trumps
dumb up trumps
from up trumps
glum up trumps
gum up trumps
hum up trumps
I’m up trumps
mum up trumps
numb up trumps
plum up trumps
plumb up trumps
rhumb up trumps
rum up trumps
scrum up trumps
scum up trumps
slum up trumps
some up trumps
strum up trumps
sum up trumps
thrum up trumps
thumb up trumps
um up trumps
come up bumps
come up dumps
come up jumps
come up mumps
come up pumps
bum up with
chum up with
crumb up with
drum up with

dumb up with
from up with
glum up with
gum up with
hum up with
I’m up with
mum up with
numb up with
plum up with
plumb up with
rhumb up with
rum up with
scrum up with
scum up with
slum up with
some up with
strum up with
sum up with
thrum up with
thumb up with
um up with
bum upon
chum upon
crumb upon
drum upon
dumb upon
from upon
glum upon
gum upon
hum upon
I’m upon
mum upon
numb upon
plum upon
plumb upon
rhumb upon
rum upon
scrum upon
scum upon

slum upon
some upon
strum upon
sum upon
thrum upon
thumb upon
um upon
bum way
chum way
crumb way
drum way
dumb way
from way
glum way
gum way
hum way
I’m way
mum way
numb way
plum way
plumb way
rhumb way
rum way
scrum way
scum way
slum way
some way
strum way
sum way
thrum way
thumb way
um way
come bay
come bey
come brae
come bray
come ca
come cache
come cay

come clay
come da
come dak
come day
come de
come dray
come fay
come fe
come fey
come flay
come fray
come frey
come ga
come gay
come gray
come grey
come ha
come hay
come hey
come jay
come kay
come lay
come lei
come les
come ley
come mae
come may
come mei
come nay
come ne
come neigh
come ole
come pay
come paye
come play
come pray
come prey
come quay
come ray
come re

come say
come slay
come sleigh
come splay
come spray
come stay
come stray
come sway
come tay
come they
come tray
come trey
come weigh
come whey
come yay
come yea
bum within an inch of
chum within an inch of
crumb within an inch of
drum within an inch of
dumb within an inch of
from within an inch of
glum within an inch of
gum within an inch of
hum within an inch of
I’m within an inch of
mum within an inch of
numb within an inch of
plum within an inch of
plumb within an inch of
rhumb within an inch of
rum within an inch of
scrum within an inch of
scum within an inch of
slum within an inch of
some within an inch of
strum within an inch of
sum within an inch of
thrum within an inch of

thumb within an inch of
um within an inch of
come within a chinch of
come within a cinch of
come within a clinch of
come within a finch of
come within a flinch of
come within a lynch of
come within a pinch of
come within a squinch of
come within a winch of
amend for
append for
ascend for
attend for
back end for
befriend for
best friend for
contend for
dead end for
defend for
depend for
descend for
distend for
expend for
extend for
fag end for
front end for
impend for
intend for
loose end for
misspend for
next friend for
offend for
portend for
pretend for
rear end for
sheet bend for
split end for

suspend for
tag end for
tail end for
tight end for
transcend for
unbend for
west end for
amend to
append to
ascend to
attend to
back end to
befriend to
best friend to
contend to
dead end to
defend to
depend to
descend to
distend to
expend to
extend to
fag end to
front end to
impend to
intend to
loose end to
misspend to
next friend to
offend to
portend to
pretend to
rear end to
sheet bend to
split end to
suspend to
tag end to
tail end to
tight end to

transcend to
unbend to
west end to
a bit to memory
acquit to memory
admit to memory
base hit to memory
befit to memory
blue tit to memory
cool it to memory
curb bit to memory
do it to memory
drill bit to memory
emit to memory
get it to memory
gill slit to memory
hoof it to memory
lose it to memory
make it to memory
mess kit to memory
obit to memory
omit to memory
permit to memory
refit to memory
remit to memory
stock split to memory
submit to memory
tar pit to memory
tool kit to memory
transmit to memory
unfit to memory
commode-hugging bunk
commode-hugging chunk
commode-hugging clunk
commode-hugging dunk
commode-hugging flunk
commode-hugging funk
commode-hugging hunk

commode-hugging junk
commode-hugging monk
commode-hugging plunk
commode-hugging punk
commode-hugging shrunk
commode-hugging skunk
commode-hugging spunk
commode-hugging sunk
commode-hugging trunk
attune with
baboon with
balloon with
bassoon with
blue moon with
buffoon with
cardoon with
cartoon with
cocoon with
festoon with
full moon with
harpoon with
high noon with
immune with
impugn with
lagoon with
lampoon with
maroon with
monsoon with
new moon with
platoon with
pontoon with
raccoon with
rangoon with
saloon with
sand dune with
tycoon with
typhoon with
acute from some place

astute from some place
beirut from some place
compute from some place
cube root from some place
dilute from some place
dispute from some place
dried fruit from some place
en route from some place
g suit from some place
half boot from some place
hip boot from some place
hirsute from some place
impute from some place
long suit from some place
lounge suit from some place
minute from some place
permute from some place
pollute from some place
prop root from some place
pursuit from some place
recruit from some place
refute from some place
repute from some place
salute from some place
square root from some place
star fruit from some place
stone fruit from some place
sweat suit from some place
take root from some place
to boot from some place
top boot from some place
trade route from some place
uproot from some place
commute from bum place
commute from chum place
commute from come place
commute from crumb place
commute from drum place
commute from dumb place
commute from from place

commute from glum place
commute from gum place
commute from hum place
commute from I’m place
commute from mum place
commute from numb place
commute from plum place
commute from plumb place
commute from rhumb place
commute from rum place
commute from scrum place
commute from scum place
commute from slum place
commute from strum place
commute from sum place
commute from thrum place
commute from thumb place
commute from um place
commute from some ace
commute from some base
commute from some bass
commute from some brace
commute from some case
commute from some chase
commute from some dace
commute from some face
commute from some glace
commute from some grace
commute from some lace
commute from some mace
commute from some pace
commute from some race
commute from some space
commute from some thrace
commute from some trace
commute from some vase
acute into
astute into
beirut into

compute into
cube root into
dilute into
dispute into
dried fruit into
en route into
g suit into
half boot into
hip boot into
hirsute into
impute into
long suit into
lounge suit into
minute into
permute into
pollute into
prop root into
pursuit into
recruit into
refute into
repute into
salute into
square root into
star fruit into
stone fruit into
sweat suit into
take root into
to boot into
top boot into
trade route into
uproot into
affair notes on
ant bear notes on
au pair notes on
aware notes on
bath chair notes on
beware notes on
black bear notes on
brown bear notes on

child care notes on
day care notes on
deck chair notes on
declare notes on
despair notes on
due care notes on
ensnare notes on
forswear notes on
foursquare notes on
great bear notes on
guard hair notes on
health care notes on
hot air notes on
impair notes on
lawn chair notes on
light air notes on
lord’s prayer notes on
midair notes on
pierre notes on
prepare notes on
repair notes on
root hair notes on
sea hare notes on
set square notes on
side chair notes on
skin care notes on
take care notes on
times square notes on
try square notes on
unfair notes on
voltaire notes on
wing chair notes on
word square notes on
compare boats on
compare coats on
compare goats on
compare groats on
compare oats on
affair to

ant bear to
au pair to
aware to
bath chair to
beware to
black bear to
brown bear to
child care to
day care to
deck chair to
declare to
despair to
due care to
ensnare to
forswear to
foursquare to
great bear to
guard hair to
health care to
hot air to
impair to
lawn chair to
light air to
lord’s prayer to
midair to
pierre to
prepare to
repair to
root hair to
sea hare to
set square to
side chair to
skin care to
take care to
times square to
try square to
unfair to
voltaire to
wing chair to
word square to

backseat in
back street in
box pleat in
box seat in
car seat in
complete in
conceit in
concrete in
dark meat in
dead heat in
deceit in
defeat in
delete in
deplete in
discreet in
discrete in
dope sheet in
downbeat in
dutch treat in
effete in
elite in
excrete in
fleet street in
gamete in
grub street in
high street in
hot seat in
jump seat in
kick pleat in
love seat in
main street in
mistreat in
offbeat in
petite in
receipt in
red heat in
repeat in
replete in
retreat in

scratch sheet in
secrete in
tear sheet in
time sheet in
track meet in
unseat in
wall street in
white heat in
white meat in
air mile from
awhile from
beguile from
black bile from
dial from
fertile from
flat file from
hostile from
in style from
life style from
new style from
old style from
revile from
round file from
sea mile from
sheet pile from
square mile from
swap file from
text file from
trial from
worthwhile from
abstain of
again of
air lane of
arcane of
arraign of
attain of
bahrain of
block plane of

boat train of
brain drain of
branched chain of
butane of
campaign of
champagne of
champaign of
chest pain of
chow mein of
closed chain of
cocaine of
constrain of
contain of
detain of
disdain of
domain of
dumb cane of
elaine of
explain of
fast lane of
food chain of
fort wayne of
free rein of
freight train of
gas main of
germane of
great dane of
humane of
hussein of
inane of
insane of
jack plane of
left brain of
lorraine of
maintain of
moraine of
mundane of
obtain of
ordain of
pertain of

profane of
pull chain of
refrain of
regain of
remain of
restrain of
retain of
retrain of
right brain of
romaine of
sea lane of
spokane of
straight chain of
sustain of
sword cane of
terrain of
ukraine of
urbane of
wave train of
abstain to
again to
air lane to
arcane to
arraign to
attain to
bahrain to
block plane to
boat train to
brain drain to
branched chain to
butane to
campaign to
champagne to
champaign to
chest pain to
chow mein to
closed chain to
cocaine to
constrain to

contain to
detain to
disdain to
domain to
dumb cane to
elaine to
explain to
fast lane to
food chain to
fort wayne to
free rein to
freight train to
gas main to
germane to
great dane to
humane to
hussein to
inane to
insane to
jack plane to
left brain to
lorraine to
maintain to
moraine to
mundane to
obtain to
ordain to
pertain to
profane to
pull chain to
refrain to
regain to
remain to
restrain to
retain to
retrain to
right brain to
romaine to
sea lane to
spokane to

straight chain to
sustain to
sword cane to
terrain to
ukraine to
urbane to
wave train to
ally with
apply with
awry with
bad guy with
bee fly with
belie with
black eye with
black fly with
black tie with
blue sky with
bone dry with
bonsai with
bow tie with
brunei with
bull’s eye with
bye-bye with
come by with
crane fly with
decry with
defy with
deny with
drip-dry with
drop by with
dry fly with
fall guy with
fish fry with
flesh fly with
fly by with
fruit fly with
george I with
get by with
glass eye with

go by with
goodbye with
good-bye with
good guy with
hereby with
hi-fi with
horn fly with
imply with
james I with
july with
lanai with
let fly with
louse fly with
mince pie with
mind’s eye with
nearby with
pass by with
pop fly with
pork pie with
rely with
reply with
retry with
run by with
sand fly with
scrape by with
screw eye with
shanghai with
small fry with
standby with
stand by with
stir fry with
string tie with
supply with
thereby with
third eye with
tie dye with
tongue tie with
tough guy with
untie with
vat dye with

versailles with
war cry with
wet fly with
whereby with
white tie with
wild rye with
wise guy with
deposed of
disclosed of
disposed of
enclosed of
exposed of
imposed of
opposed of
proposed of
supposed of
transposed of
acute at
astute at
beirut at
commute at
cube root at
dilute at
dispute at
dried fruit at
en route at
g suit at
half boot at
hip boot at
hirsute at
impute at
long suit at
lounge suit at
minute at
permute at
pollute at
prop root at
pursuit at

recruit at
refute at
repute at
salute at
square root at
star fruit at
stone fruit at
sweat suit at
take root at
to boot at
top boot at
trade route at
uproot at
bon out of
bonn out of
braun out of
brawn out of
chon out of
conn out of
dawn out of
don out of
drawn out of
fawn out of
gone out of
john out of
jon out of
juan out of
kahn out of
khan out of
lawn out of
mon out of
non out of
on out of
pawn out of
prawn out of
ron out of
sean out of
shawn out of
spawn out of

swan out of
von out of
wan out of
won out of
xian out of
yawn out of
yon out of
con bout of
con clout of
con doubt of
con drought of
con flout of
con gout of
con grout of
con knout of
con kraut of
con lout of
con pout of
con rout of
con route of
con scout of
con shout of
con snout of
con spout of
con sprout of
con stout of
con tout of
con trout of
brain stem as
fm as
pm as
brain stem for
fm for
pm for
brain stem to
fm to
pm to

apprehend to
bitter end to
carrick bend to
comprehend to
in the end to
lady friend to
recommend to
apprehend to do
bitter end to do
carrick bend to do
comprehend to do
in the end to do
lady friend to do
recommend to do
condescend to bleu
condescend to blew
condescend to blue
condescend to boo
condescend to brew
condescend to chew
condescend to chou
condescend to chough
condescend to clue
condescend to coo
condescend to coup
condescend to crew
condescend to cue
condescend to dew
condescend to doo
condescend to drew
condescend to du
condescend to due
condescend to ewe
condescend to few
condescend to flew
condescend to flu
condescend to flue
condescend to glue

condescend to gnu
condescend to goo
condescend to grew
condescend to hew
condescend to hue
condescend to hugh
condescend to jew
condescend to knew
condescend to ku
condescend to leu
condescend to lieu
condescend to loo
condescend to lou
condescend to lu
condescend to mew
condescend to moo
condescend to mu
condescend to new
condescend to nu
condescend to ooh
condescend to pew
condescend to pu
condescend to que
condescend to queue
condescend to roux
condescend to ru
condescend to rue
condescend to screw
condescend to shew
condescend to shoe
condescend to shoo
condescend to shrew
condescend to sioux
condescend to skew
condescend to slew
condescend to sough
condescend to spew
condescend to sprue
condescend to stew
condescend to strew

condescend to sue
condescend to threw
condescend to through
condescend to to
condescend to too
condescend to true
condescend to two
condescend to view
condescend to vu
condescend to whew
condescend to who
condescend to woo
condescend to wu
condescend to yew
condescend to you
condescend to yue
condescend to zoo
addition to
admission to
ambition to
attrition to
audition to
clinician to
cognition to
commission to
contrition to
edition to
emission to
fruition to
ignition to
logician to
magician to
mortician to
munition to
musician to
nutrition to
omission to
optician to
partition to

patrician to
permission to
petition to
physician to
position to
remission to
rendition to
sedition to
submission to
suspicion to
tactician to
technician to
tradition to
transition to
transmission to
tuition to
volition to
abduct away
air duct away
bile duct away
construct away
deduct away
induct away
instruct away
obstruct away
conduct abbe
conduct allay
conduct array
conduct astray
conduct ballet
conduct betray
conduct blue jay
conduct bombay
conduct bouquet
conduct buffet
conduct cafe
conduct cathay
conduct chalet
conduct child’s play

conduct cliche
conduct convey
conduct crochet
conduct croquet
conduct decay
conduct defray
conduct delay
conduct dismay
conduct display
conduct dossier
conduct essay
conduct feast day
conduct field day
conduct filet
conduct fillet
conduct flag day
conduct foul play
conduct give way
conduct good day
conduct gray jay
conduct green bay
conduct hair spray
conduct halfway
conduct ira
conduct leap day
conduct lord’s day
conduct make way
conduct match play
conduct may day
conduct moray
conduct name day
conduct nikkei
conduct obey
conduct ok
conduct okay
conduct parfait
conduct parquet
conduct passe
conduct portray
conduct prepay

conduct puree
conduct purvey
conduct red bay
conduct repay
conduct replay
conduct risque
conduct sachet
conduct saint’s day
conduct saute
conduct school day
conduct se
conduct sick pay
conduct soiree
conduct sorbet
conduct souffle
conduct squeeze play
conduct strike pay
conduct stroke play
conduct survey
conduct sweet bay
conduct tea tray
conduct today
conduct toupee
conduct twelfth day
conduct valet
conduct x-ray
abduct into
air duct into
bile duct into
construct into
deduct into
induct into
instruct into
obstruct into
abide in
allied in
applied in
aside in

astride in
beside in
betide in
collide in
decide in
denied in
deride in
divide in
east side in
flood tide in
high tide in
implied in
inside in
low tide in
misguide in
outside in
preside in
provide in
replied in
reside in
subside in
supplied in
untied in
untried in
upside in
war bride in
worldwide in
align within
aline within
assign within
bank line within
bar line within
benign within
blood line within
blush wine within
branch line within
bus line within
cloud nine within
combine within

consign within
date line within
decline within
define within
design within
divine within
enshrine within
entwine within
fault line within
foul line within
front line within
goal line within
ground pine within
high sign within
hot line within
incline within
jack pine within
jug wine within
land mine within
lead line within
load line within
log line within
main line within
malign within
opine within
pitch pine within
plumb line within
plus sign within
port wine within
punch line within
recline within
red line within
red pine within
red wine within
refine within
resign within
rhine wine within
scotch pine within
scots pine within
screw pine within

scrub pine within
short line within
sinn fein within
snow line within
spruce pine within
squall line within
state line within
straight line within
straw wine within
strip mine within
supine within
tag line within
tree line within
trunk line within
v sign within
white line within
white pine within
white wine within
affirm in
beard worm in
dew worm in
full term in
infirm in
law firm in
long-term in
tongue worm in
wheat germ in
art form with
claim form with
deform with
dust storm with
free form with
ice storm with
inform with
life form with
line storm with
lukewarm with
perform with

reform with
transform with
wave form with
abuse with
accuse with
amuse with
bemuse with
chartreuse with
defuse with
diffuse with
enthuse with
excuse with
infuse with
misuse with
peruse with
recuse with
refuse with
reuse with
suffuse with
tattoos with
transfuse with
alive at
arrive at
contrive at
crash dive at
deprive at
derive at
disk drive at
hard drive at
line drive at
revive at
sex drive at
survive at
swan dive at
take five at
tape drive at
test drive at

accent to
ascent to
assent to
augment to
cement to
content to
descent to
dissent to
event to
extent to
ferment to
ground rent to
indent to
intent to
invent to
lament to
percent to
present to
prevent to
pup tent to
rack rent to
relent to
repent to
resent to
segment to
tashkent to
torment to
air hole with
atoll with
black hole with
brown coal with
cajole with
control with
deed poll with
dust bowl with
egg roll with
enroll with
extol with
field goal with

funk hole with
half sole with
hard coal with
north pole with
parole with
patrol with
punch bowl with
red poll with
shot hole with
ski pole with
soft coal with
sound hole with
south pole with
spring roll with
abort with
assort with
athwart with
cavort with
comport with
contort with
cut short with
deport with
distort with
escort with
exhort with
extort with
fall short with
forte with
free port with
high court with
import with
moot court with
night court with
purport with
report with
resort with
sell short with
stuart with
support with

transport with
world court with
continue by blueing
continue by bluing
continue by brewing
continue by chewing
continue by stewing
continue by suing
continue by viewing
continue by wooing
contradiction in firms
contradiction in germs
contradiction in worms
acquiesce from
coalesce from
dispossess from
evening dress from
fancy dress from
garden cress from
more or less from
morning dress from
nonetheless from
oas from
printing press from
reassess from
repossess from
winter cress from
adverse with
averse with
blank verse with
coerce with
disburse with
disperse with
diverse with
dry nurse with
free verse with

immerse with
inverse with
obverse with
perverse with
rehearse with
reverse with
scrub nurse with
sea purse with
transverse with
traverse with
wet nurse with
addict of
afflict of
conflict of
constrict of
depict of
evict of
inflict of
predict of
restrict of
book out
brook out
crook out
hook out
look out
nook out
rook out
shook out
snook out
took out
cook bout
cook clout
cook doubt
cook drought
cook flout
cook gout
cook grout
cook knout

cook kraut
cook lout
cook pout
cook rout
cook route
cook scout
cook shout
cook snout
cook spout
cook sprout
cook stout
cook tout
cook trout
book the accounts
brook the accounts
crook the accounts
hook the accounts
look the accounts
nook the accounts
rook the accounts
shook the accounts
snook the accounts
took the accounts
book to perfection
brook to perfection
crook to perfection
hook to perfection
look to perfection
nook to perfection
rook to perfection
shook to perfection
snook to perfection
took to perfection
cook to advection
cook to affection
cook to collection
cook to complexion
cook to confection

cook to connection
cook to convection
cook to correction
cook to cross section
cook to defection
cook to detection
cook to direction
cook to dissection
cook to ejection
cook to election
cook to erection
cook to infection
cook to inflection
cook to injection
cook to inspection
cook to objection
cook to projection
cook to protection
cook to reflection
cook to rejection
cook to selection
booking with gas
looking with gas
cooking with ass
cooking with bass
cooking with brass
cooking with casque
cooking with chasse
cooking with class
cooking with das
cooking with glass
cooking with gras
cooking with grass
cooking with kvass
cooking with lass
cooking with last
cooking with mass
cooking with masse
cooking with pass

cooking with sass
cooking with tasse
cooking with wrasse
boole as a cucumber
boule as a cucumber
buhl as a cucumber
drool as a cucumber
fool as a cucumber
ghoul as a cucumber
joule as a cucumber
mule as a cucumber
pool as a cucumber
rule as a cucumber
school as a cucumber
spool as a cucumber
stool as a cucumber
thule as a cucumber
tool as a cucumber
tulle as a cucumber
you’ll as a cucumber
yule as a cucumber
boole down
boule down
buhl down
drool down
fool down
ghoul down
joule down
mule down
pool down
rule down
school down
spool down
stool down
thule down
tool down
tulle down
you’ll down

yule down
cool brown
cool clown
cool crown
cool drown
cool frown
cool gown
cool noun
cool town
boole it!
boule it!
buhl it!
drool it!
fool it!
ghoul it!
joule it!
mule it!
pool it!
rule it!
school it!
spool it!
stool it!
thule it!
tool it!
tulle it!
you’ll it!
yule it!
boole off
boule off
buhl off
drool off
fool off
ghoul off
joule off
mule off
pool off
rule off
school off

spool off
stool off
thule off
tool off
tulle off
you’ll off
yule off
boole out
boule out
buhl out
drool out
fool out
ghoul out
joule out
mule out
pool out
rule out
school out
spool out
stool out
thule out
tool out
tulle out
you’ll out
yule out
cool bout
cool clout
cool doubt
cool drought
cool flout
cool gout
cool grout
cool knout
cool kraut
cool lout
cool pout
cool rout
cool route
cool scout

cool shout
cool snout
cool spout
cool sprout
cool stout
cool tout
cool trout
cooler heads assail
cooler heads avail
cooler heads blue whale
cooler heads brix scale
cooler heads bulk mail
cooler heads chain mail
cooler heads curtail
cooler heads derail
cooler heads detail
cooler heads email
cooler heads entail
cooler heads exhale
cooler heads fee tail
cooler heads fife rail
cooler heads fin whale
cooler heads forced sale
cooler heads for sale
cooler heads fresh gale
cooler heads gray whale
cooler heads impale
cooler heads inhale
cooler heads mare’s tail
cooler heads minke whale
cooler heads oil shale
cooler heads right whale
cooler heads sea kale
cooler heads sea snail
cooler heads short sale
cooler heads sperm whale
cooler heads square sail
cooler heads strong gale
cooler heads sweet gale

cooler heads tall tale
cooler heads third rail
cooler heads toothed whale
cooler heads travail
cooler heads turn tail
cooler heads unveil
cooler heads wage scale
cooler heads white sale
cooler heads white whale
cooler heads whole gale
coupe up
croup up
droop up
drupe up
dupe up
group up
hoop up
loop up
loupe up
poop up
scoop up
sloop up
snoop up
soup up
stoop up
stoup up
swoop up
troop up
troupe up
whoop up
bop a feel
chop a feel
crop a feel
drop a feel
flop a feel
fop a feel
hop a feel
lop a feel

mop a feel
op a feel
plop a feel
pop a feel
prop a feel
scaup a feel
shop a feel
slop a feel
sop a feel
stop a feel
swap a feel
top a feel
cop a creel
cop a deal
cop an eel
cop a heal
cop a heel
cop a keel
cop a kneel
cop a meal
cop a neal
cop a peal
cop a peel
cop a real
cop a reel
cop a riel
cop a seal
cop a seel
cop a spiel
cop a squeal
cop a steal
cop a steel
cop a steele
cop a stele
cop a teal
cop a veal
cop a we’ll
cop a wheel
cop a zeal

bop a squat
chop a squat
crop a squat
drop a squat
flop a squat
fop a squat
hop a squat
lop a squat
mop a squat
op a squat
plop a squat
pop a squat
prop a squat
scaup a squat
shop a squat
slop a squat
sop a squat
stop a squat
swap a squat
top a squat
cop an aught
cop a baht
cop a blot
cop a bought
cop a brought
cop a caught
cop a clot
cop a cot
cop a dot
cop a fought
cop a fraught
cop a got
cop a hot
cop a jot
cop a knot
cop a lat
cop a lot
cop a lotte
cop a naught
cop a not

cop a nought
cop an ought
cop a plot
cop a pot
cop a rot
cop a scot
cop a scott
cop a shot
cop a slot
cop a snot
cop a sot
cop a sought
cop a spot
cop a swat
cop a taught
cop a taut
cop a thought
cop a tot
cop a trot
cop a watt
cop a wrought
cop a yacht

